


The Secret to Secondary 
Market Annuities

Secondary Market Annuities offer guaranteed payments at a discount, 
helping your clients achieve maximum financial output while minimizing cost.

What Are Secondary Market Annuities?
The term, ‘Secondary Market Annuity,’ refers to guaranteed future payments for sale by 

individuals for cash today. The payment stream is an in force, guaranteed receivable that your 

clients can buy today at a significant discount. 

The secret behind Secondary Market Annuities is that they come with yields that are 1-4% 

higher than comparable assets. Simply put, they offer higher returns with the same low risk as 

other fixed term annuities. When people discover this market, they never buy just one 

contract!

Why are they called Secondary Market Annuities?
The term, ‘Secondary Market Annuity,’ makes more sense than, ‘Factored Structured 

Settlement,’ or, ‘Previously Owned Annuity,’ or even, ‘In Force Annuity.” Because it’s easier to 

say, ‘Secondary Market Annuity,’ or, ‘SMA,’ is now an industry standard. 

Why Is The Yield Higher? 
The high yield available to your clients from SMAs stems from the seller’s need to sell their 

payments now, and willingness to do so at a discount. The seller’s loss can be your client’s 

gain. 

What Are The Benefits Of Secondary Market Annuities?
Secondary Market Annuities offer all the benefits of a primary market guaranteed 

annuity. These include: 

• Guaranteed, period certain payments                • Protection of principal 

• No exposure to market volatility                         • Top quality credit 

SMAs Are Unique 
SMAs can accomplish all the above with yields that are 1-4% higher than comparable primary 

market assets. They are truly, “Income Tomorrow, On Sale Today.” SMAs are a refreshing, 

high yield alternative to other guaranteed financial products. 

For more information please call (877) 321-7927 and than@dcfexchange.com.



How Can SMAs Help Your Clients? 

Secondary Market Annuities address the needs of a variety of clients. 

For example: 

• Long Term Lump Sums are perfect for qualified funds 

• Institutions use Long Term Lump sums to provide guaranteed yields to otherwise volatile 

portfolios 

• Lump Sums and Deferred Income are attractive to younger savers who would rather not 

expose their savings to volatility. 

• Deferred Income is a match for those with a target retirement date 

• Immediate income can supplement Social Security for those already retired 

• Short Term Lump Sums offer higher yields than CDs and fixed annuities.

Each SMA has a distinct payment stream that can address an individual’s specific needs. The 

best advisors use SMAs creatively in their client portfolios to provide that elusive combination 

of high yield AND safety. 

Success Stories: 

We invite you to read about Marilyn, Robert and Daniel, illustrating how three of our actual 

clients have used SMAs to address a particular financial issue or concern. In each situation, it 

simply costs less to achieve more financial output. 

These three clients have purchased over $3MM worth of SMAs from us. Maybe you have a 

client in a similar situation, or one that needs a similar financial outcome? Take a look at these 

SMA Success Stories to get a better idea of how to begin using SMAs in your practice today. 

About Us:

DCF Exchange is the market leader in payments backed by annuities from structured 

settlements.   With an easy agent appointment process, third party escrow of client funds, In 

Stock inventory, and seamless closing process, DCF makes Secondary Market Annuities easy. 

We distribute these high credit quality payment streams directly to institutions and through select 

agent relationships to end retail investors. 

To take the next step, visit https://www.dcfexchange.com or contact Nathaniel M. Pulsifer via 

email at than@dcfexchange.com or call at (877) 321-7927.

For more information please call (877) 321-7927 and than@dcfexchange.com.

https://www.dcfexchange.com/
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